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- Baldwin & Clarke Announces ‘A Day of Caring’ Program for Associates -

Bedford, NH - January 5, 2017- It is called the Baldwin & Clarke “Day of Caring,” a program that
encourages associates to spend a day and their time on a chosen charity or community mission
they wish to support. The Day of Caring program provides all team members at Baldwin &
Clarke the ability to take a day away from work to pursue a charitable cause or community
effort that is particularly meaningful to them. The program’s goal is to quite simply further
enable B&C’s employees as they pursue their desire to help others.
“Our goal is to give time to local causes that are meaningful to each and every member of
Baldwin & Clarke,” said Peter Clarke, Chief Operating Officer of Baldwin & Clarke. “We have a
great team of people and we encourage being active in the local communities where we live
and work.”
Baldwin & Clarke and its associates have and continue to support a number of charitable
efforts and the Bedford-based firm hopes the Day of Caring initiative will represent another
example of how New Hampshire companies can become more of an integral part of the
communities in which they operate.

“We are planners and finance experts at Baldwin & Clarke and we advise businesses owners
and clients on how to build greater personal and business success,” said Peter. “For our part,
we believe success is complemented by the effort to assist others in need.”
ABOUT THE BALDWIN & CLARKE COMPANIES:

Baldwin & Clarke is an integrated, multidisciplinary and independent financial services
company designed to provide comprehensive solutions to entrepreneurs, professionals and
their families. Our business philosophy has developed over the course of 45 years and is
predicated on delivering high quality, custom-tailored financial services unique to every client.
Baldwin & Clarke’s services include investment banking, wealth management, comprehensive
financial, estate, and succession planning as well as business continuity planning, risk
management, and retirement plan design.
For more on the Baldwin & Clarke Companies, B&C’s Day of Caring and their work with
entrepreneurs, contact Peter Clarke at ptc@bcfinance.com or visit www.baldwinclarke.com.
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